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Executive Summary

Traditionally, the Census Bureau has enumerated incarcerated people as residents of the Census block that contains the prison in which they are incarcerated. Yet new uses of Census data and changing demographics require the periodic examination of the residence rules used to determine where people are counted. The application of the “usual residence” rule to people in prison is a subject that requires reexamination. The goal is to fulfill the Census Bureau’s traditional goal of enumerating people correctly and in the correct place.

As American society has grown more complex, so too have the residence rules used to determine where to count the population. Over the last two decades, the percentage of Americans incarcerated in correctional facilities has increased four-fold. More than two million people, or 0.7% of the U.S. population, are incarcerated on any given day. In demographic groups such as young African American men, more than 12% are incarcerated.

Because correctional facilities are frequently located in areas far from the communities to which most incarcerated people belong, this outdated method of counting the population results in an artificial migration of these individuals.

This distortion of the data causes the most trouble in the context of political apportionment and the drawing of legislative district boundaries. Since the first Supreme Court case in the 1960s declaring the "One Person One Vote" principle that each legislative district must contain the same population as every other district, legislators have needed accurate block level data about where the population actually resides. The outdated Census interpretation of “usual residence” combines with the changes incarceration patterns to create an unanticipated and severe problem for our democracy.

The solution is to count people in prison where they live, not where they are temporarily confined. This report describes the problem and proposes solutions to the modest logistical difficulties of changing the method of enumeration.
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I. Introduction.

Traditionally, the Census Bureau has enumerated incarcerated people as residents of the Census block that contains the prison in which they are incarcerated. The Census Bureau has long held that a fair and equitable Census count requires not just a complete count, but a count of people in the correct place. New uses of Census Bureau data and changing demographics require the periodic examination of the residence rules.

Since the 1980 Census, the percentage of Americans incarcerated in correctional facilities has increased four-fold. Recent research has shown that correctional facilities are frequently located in areas that are geographically and demographically far removed from the communities to which most incarcerated people belong. Counting prisoners as residents of the prison location causes unexpected distortions in Census data for rural communities and creates significant burdens on state and local legislative data users who rely on the Census for redistricting purposes.

The original constitutional mandate of the Census was simple: to determine the relative population of each state for Congressional apportionment. As American society has grown more complex, so too have the residence rules used to determine where to count the population. Over the last two hundred years, the Census has changed how it counts college students, missionaries, overseas military and many other groups. Counting prisoners at the facility probably made sense at the first Census in 1790 when few people were in prison and when the data was not used for redistricting. Things are different now, and the data collection methods need to change. The means used to count people in prison now requires a similar update and change.

Increasingly over the last century, Census data down to the local level has been used to guide social and governmental research and policy. Starting in the 1960s, the Supreme Court issued a series of “One Person One Vote” decisions which required state and local governments to redraw legislative district boundaries at least once per decade in order to ensure that districts were equal in population and that each resident had an equal stake in government. These cases created in state and local government a new class of data users who needed accurate demographic data down to the block level in order to draw legislative districts. Since 1975 when Congress passed PL94-171, the Census Bureau has worked closely with local governments to make Census Bureau data useful for local redistricting by adjusting Census Bureau geography to follow local political boundaries. While the Census Bureau has been responsive to matching the shape of Census blocks and tracts to local boundaries, it has not been so responsive to counting only “local” residents within those boundaries.

Prisons present a significant distortion on local populations. Currently, there are more than 2 million people in prisons and jails. Since the 1980 Census, the percentage of Americans incarcerated in correctional facilities has increased four-fold, with more than 0.7% of Americans
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1 By mid-2004, there were 1.3 million prisoners under state jurisdiction, and 167,000 prisoners in federal prisons throughout the country. An additional 784,000 people were confined under the jurisdiction of local jails. Jail inmates are often incarcerated in their own county, although there are growing trends towards the construction of multi-county regional jails or the use of local jails to house state and federal prisons on a per-diem basis.
currently incarcerated.\textsuperscript{2} Certain demographic groups are disproportionately affected by these trends; for example more than 12\% of the population of African-American men in their late 20s is currently incarcerated.\textsuperscript{3}

Recent research has shown that correctional facilities are increasingly located in areas that are geographically and demographically far removed from the communities to which most incarcerated people belong. According to Department of Agriculture Demographer Calvin Beale, although non-metro counties contain only 20\% of the national population, they are the host for 60\% of new prison construction.\textsuperscript{4} In the 1990s, an astonishing 30\% of new residents of upstate New York were people being sent to prison.\textsuperscript{5}

The result of counting large external populations of prisoners as local residents leads to misleading conclusions about the size and growth of communities. One study of incarcerated populations in the Census found 21 counties in the United States have at least 21\% of their population in prison.\textsuperscript{6} Counties that see prisons close their doors report that their Census populations declined when in fact their actual population did not. Conversely, population growth reported by some counties is due to the importation of prisoners to a new correctional institution. If not for the construction of new prison cells, 56 counties the Census Bureau identified as growing during the 1990s would have in fact reported declining populations.\textsuperscript{7}

Because Latinos and Blacks are incarcerated at three to seven times the rate of Whites,\textsuperscript{8} where incarcerated people are counted has tremendous implications for how Black and Latino populations are reflected in the Census. For this reason, the African-American subcommittee of the Census Bureau’s Race and Ethnicity Advisory Committee recommended that the Census Bureau count prisoners as residents of their pre-incarceration addresses.\textsuperscript{9}

Unlike other “group quarters” populations, prisoners do not choose to be at the facility and are not considered part of the surrounding community.\textsuperscript{10} Contrary to popular understanding, most prisoners are serving short sentences. The average state prison term served

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{2} M. Harrison and Allen J. Beck, Ph.D., Prison and Jail Inmates at Midyear 2004, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Table 1. Available at http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/pjim04.pdf
  \item \textsuperscript{3} Ibid, Table 14.
  \item \textsuperscript{7} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{8} Prison Policy Initiative, Incarceration Rates by Race 2003, Available at http://www.prisonpolicy.org/graphs/raceinc.shtml
\end{itemize}
in the United States is 34 months. Typically, individuals move to several different prisons during the course of their stay, at the discretion of the custodial agency. When a prisoner's sentence is completed, he or she will not be permitted to stay in the facility and will most likely return to the community that he or she was removed from when the incarceration began. The 784,000 people in local jails on a given day are either awaiting trial or are serving sentences that are generally under one year. Thus, counting prisoners as residents of the correctional facilities incorrectly equates an involuntary short-term stay with a permanent move to the prison community. This practice is inconsistent with other census rules which properly credit hotel guests and other temporary visitors to their home communities.

Reflecting the involuntary and short-term nature of incarceration, and a concern that including the residents of correctional facilities could distort the local democratic process, many state constitutions define residence for a prisoner as the place he or she resided prior to incarceration. In November 2005, the Appropriations Committee directed the Census Bureau to:

“undertake a study on using prisoners’ permanent homes of record, as opposed to their incarceration sites, when determining their residences. The Bureau should report back to the Committees on Appropriations on its findings within 90 days of enactment of this Act.”

This document is intended to review the importance of this issue and address the legal and practical concerns that have been raised by the Bureau in the past. We review the existing evidence and conclude that it is both desirable and possible to count prisoners as residents of their pre-incarceration addresses in the PL94-171 redistricting dataset. Finally, we offer some suggestions as to how the Census Bureau can study this issue, collect the data and then publish it in the next decennial Census.

II. State and local legislators have unique data needs that require incarcerated people to be counted at home.

Counting prisoners as residents of the prison towns rather than of their homes affects most data users and all of the Census Bureau’s data products. While the number of uses of Census Bureau data is inconceivably large, we imagine it would be preferable for most uses that prisoners not distort the statistics of the prison-hosting community. In many cases, particularly for studying high incarceration communities, it would be preferable to have those people counted at home. But redistricting is different than this discussion of data user preference because the legislatures actually need prisoners counted differently.

For that reason this document focuses on the two major groups that use the PL94-171 redistricting data set — state and local legislatures — and discuss how these two different groups are negatively impacted by the current method of enumerating prisoners. To avoid the most significant distortions in districting, state legislatures need prisoners counted at home,
where as local legislatures merely need to be able use a PL94-171 dataset that does not contain the prison populations.

Each decade, state legislatures use Census data to redraw congressional and state legislative districts. The current practice of crediting prisoners to the census block with the prison results in drawing legislative districts near prisons that have large numbers of non-residents. One legislative district in New York is 7% prisoners;\(^{13}\) a legislative district in Texas is 12% prisoners;\(^{14}\) and 15% of one Montana district is prisoners imported from other parts of the state.\(^{15}\) The existence of these legislative districts with artificial populations increases the voting strength of the real prison-district residents and dilutes the voting strength of residents in every other district in the state. The urban communities that have large numbers of residents incarcerated outside the district, see their voting strength diluted beyond that of the average district in a state, though it is impossible to calculate this precisely because the necessary Census data on origin has never been collected.

The impact on local legislatures, such as county boards, is even more pronounced. Because the district sizes tend to be relatively small, a single prison can have a significant impact. In our research, we have discovered a number of districts where the majority of the population in some districts are prisoners from other parts of the state. Rural residents who live in the same community as a prison but not immediately adjacent to it frequently see their votes diluted on local issues quite severely. This issue and the controversy it causes in New York State is most thoroughly described in this July 2004 comment letter from three residents of rural Franklin County New York to the Census Bureau’s Redistricting Data Program:

We are writing to express our concern that the Census Bureau’s method of counting incarcerated people as residents of the facility makes it difficult to use Census data in local county redistricting. We are two former legislators in Franklin County, New York and a private citizen. All of us have been involved in redistricting litigation to enforce the creation of equally sized districts.

While the Census Bureau is very helpful in adapting its geographic units so that county government can readily use Census data in local redistricting, we have found that who the Census Bureau counts within our election districts creates unnecessary controversy and confusion. Left uncorrected, Census counts of prisoners leads to a significant change in how our county legislatures work.

Franklin County is in Northern New York on the Canadian border. Census 2000 reported our population at 45,622 including 5,512 state prisoners in 5 state prisons. Almost 5,000 of the prisoners are in 3 large prisons in the Village of Malone. We do not consider the prisoners to be residents of our community as they originate outside of our community, have no interaction with it and immediately leave
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the district when their sentences expire or the Department of Corrections chooses to transfer them elsewhere.

Franklin County has always excluded state prisoners from the base figures used to draw our legislative districts. To do otherwise would contradict how we view our community and would lead to an absurd result: creating a district near Malone that was 2/3rds disenfranchised prisoners who come from other parts of the state. Such a district would dilute the votes of every Franklin County resident outside of that area and skew the county legislature. We know of no complaints from prisoners as a result, as they no doubt look to the New York City Council for the local issues of interest to them.

While Franklin County has consistently excluded prisoners from its redistricting population, our research into the practices in other counties has revealed a diversity of approaches. This diversity stems not from a difference of opinion on whether prisoners are a part of the prison town, but from a difference of opinion as to whether it is permissible to modify Census Bureau figures. We will give the examples of Greene County (south of Albany), St. Lawrence County (directly to our west) and Wayne County (east of Rochester).

Prior to 2002, the Greene County New York Legislature used unadjusted Census figures for its county redistricting. An increase in the prison population during the 1990s meant that 6% of the county’s Census population was in two state prisons in Coxsackie in the northeast corner of the county. When The Daily Mail reported that Coxsackie would be getting an extra legislator from the arrangement, there was a large protest and the county reversed course and drew district lines based on data that excluded the prison population.

St. Lawrence County, which borders Franklin, is the only county we know of to have previously excluded prisoners from its redistricting base and now includes them. The county did this on the basis of advice from their county attorney about a 1993 state case, which other counties read to require exclusion. Factually separate from the legal analysis, the legislators admit that the prisoners have no stake in issues of county taxation or policy making. Most critically, there was a large public effort in the county to attempt to repeal the most recent redistricting legislation precisely because large external populations were included making the votes of 8 residents near the prisons worth as much as 10 residents elsewhere in the county.

According to our survey, about 1/3rd of the New York counties with prisons exclude prisoners from their local redistricting population base. This may be a minority of counties, but with the exception of St. Lawrence County, we know of no local county that included the prisoners after the issue became known to the public. In fact, our research in Wayne County may express the magnitude of the problems caused by how populations are credited to our communities.

The Wayne County Board of Supervisors is apportioned with weighted votes to each town. The Board told us that they do not consider prisoners to be residents and
including prisoners in the Butler Shock Camp would have a significant impact on the weighted voting scheme. However, the County was under the incorrect assumption that prisoners were not credited to the town of Butler. While the Board was aware that Butler had a small population, its actual population is much smaller than the Board — relying on Census figures — had been lead to believe.

Conclusion

We appreciate the data that the Census Bureau supplies to our communities and thank you for your efforts to make it easier to use this data in our redistricting efforts. As part of your deliberations establishing the 2010 Redistricting Data Program, we urge you to not count prisoners as residents of our communities.16

We are continuing to explore how local communities respond to the problem of drawing legislative districts with significant numbers of prisoners who are not members of the community. Colorado and Mississippi require county governments to exclude the correctional populations in the census from county districts. New Jersey requires school board districts to do the same. Virginia law encourages counties that have a Census population that is more than 12% prisoners to exclude the correctional populations prior to redistricting.17 We have also identified individual communities in California, Florida, Massachusetts, Illinois and Louisiana that without explicit state authorization have excluded prison populations prior to redistricting. But, as will be discussed in section VIII C, the current format of PL94-171 makes this very difficult for rural communities to do, and with only a small change the Census Bureau could facilitate this type of simple data correction.

Because available data on prisoner origin does not allow an analysis of the impact on urban city council districting, this document concerns itself with the very large problem created for small prison hosting communities that must draw legislative districts on the basis of population.

III. How prisoners are counted has occasional effect on funding.

Our review of state, federal and local funding streams reveals that where prisoners are counted has an occasional impact on governmental financial distributions. The most rigorous examination of how prisoner counts affect funding is “Prisoners of the Census: Electoral and Financial Consequences of Counting Prisoners Where They Go, Not Where They Come From” in the *Pace Law Review.*18 Although Census data does play a role in the distribution of more than $1.5 trillion each decade in federal funds, the vast majority of these funds are unaffected by where prisoners are counted. The two largest programs, Medicaid and Highways, amount for 74% of the total, though as block grants to states they are unaffected as long as
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prisoners stay within the same state. The majority of other federal funds are in tailored programs that match the program to the need. The low incomes of prisoners do depress per-capita income figures, but they are not included in the more frequently used household income and poverty statistics. Simply put, most government programs are designed with sufficient precision that they are not affected.

In contrast, state sales taxes are often affected by the decisions of the Census Bureau. Most states distribute sales taxes with portions going directly to the state general revenues, portions returning to the point-of-sale, and portions going to municipalities or other local governments on the basis of population. Thus, communities that host a prison receive an additional, unearned portion of the state sales tax.\(^{19}\)

Another example is Virginia’s method of distributing state aid for K-12 education. Unlike other states, that use formulas that focus on pupils enrolled, Virginia distributes state aid based on a complex formula that includes the county population as a factor. The end result is that Sussex County, which has a Census population that is 19% people in prison, receives $115,000 extra as a result of the incarcerated population. In contrast, Henrico County (Richmond) loses roughly $200,000 as a result of “exported” population.\(^{20}\) It is not a great deal of money, but it illustrates the kind of low-level distortion created by population counts.

Other affected fund distributions include U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Appalachian Regional Commission which makes $60 million available annually to impoverished Appalachian communities based on a formula that includes total population of each county.\(^ {21}\) Such formulas inadvertently reward communities that build prisons by giving them a larger share of the funds intended for their region. Typical of the distortions that the Census creates, the communities that pay the largest price are not the urban communities that most people in prison call home; rather, they are similarly situated rural communities that lack the advantage of a population artificially inflated by a prison.

IV. The law does not prohibit — and may require — the Census Bureau to collect incarcerated people’s home addresses.

The Census Bureau has frequently deferred an honest discourse on the best place to count incarcerated people by pointing to *D.C. v. Commerce*, 789 F. Supp. 1179 (1992) that held that the Bureau’s practice was not “arbitrary and capricious.” The Bureau has been less eager to discuss whether its policy is wise or whether it is permissible under equal protection voting rights jurisprudence.

IV. A. *D.C. v. Commerce* does not prohibit the Census Bureau from exercising its discretion to modify the “usual residence rule”.

The Census Bureau’s conclusion that *D.C. v. Commerce*, 789 F. Supp. 1179 (1992) requires it to continue to count prisoners as residents of the prison towns is incorrect.\(^ {22}\) In that

\(^{19}\) It is unearned because other costs associated with hosting a prison such as burden on roads and sewerage is typically accommodated in other parts of the budget.

\(^{20}\) Lotke and Wagner, op. cit. at 601-602

\(^{21}\) The population enters via the per capita income. Ibid at 601-602, 604.

\(^{22}\) The Bureau relied on this case to make that argument as recently as April 19, 2005, in Director Kincannon’s testimony to the House Subcommittee On Federalism And The Census.
case the Court held merely that the current counting methodology was not “arbitrary and capricious” under the Administrative Procedure Act, that the Court was not called upon to perform a *de novo* review, and that the Census Bureau was not, as a matter of law, required to use the “best available” procedure. (p. 1188). This ruling is hardly a ringing endorsement of present practice; indeed, it is virtually an invitation to do better.

The Census Bureau’s African-American subcommittee of the Race and Ethnicity Advisory Committee accepted the invitation. In October, 2003 it recommended that:

“... prisoners, including those housed outside their states, be counted as residents of their pre-incarceration addresses for purposes of Congressional apportionment, state redistricting, the distribution of financial aid to their home communities, and to permit those communities to have more resources to meet their needs upon their return.”

The Census Bureau’s African-American advisory committee is a subcommittee of the larger Race and Ethnicity Advisory Committee, a group appointed to offer guidance to the Census Bureau on policy questions of race and ethnicity. Given the reality that 2.5% of African-Americans in the United States are currently incarcerated — in prisons and jails often far from their homes — how incarcerated populations are counted is of particular concern to those seeking a complete, accurate, and useful count of the African-American population.

Shortly after the advisory committee meeting, the Census Bureau issued the following response, which skirts the importance of this issue to a fair and accurate count of African-Americans and misstates the applicability of *D.C. v. Commerce*:

Currently, we have no plans to reevaluate the methodology that we use for counting prisoners at the institution where they are incarcerated....

In 1992, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia confirmed the principle of usual residence (*District of Columbia v. U.S. Department of Commerce*). In that case, prisoners who were residents of the District of Columbia were incarcerated in a prison located in the State of Virginia and, consequently, counted as residents of Virginia in the 1980 census. The District of Columbia claimed that this action violated the Administrative Procedures Act, Article 1, Section 2, Clause 3 of the Constitution (the authority for taking the decennial census for the purpose of apportionment), and the “due process clause” of the fifth amendment, and that it would cost the District $60 million over the decade.

The court ruled that the application of the Census Bureau’s “usual residence rules” to prison inmates was a rational decision that was neither arbitrary nor capricious, and that it did not violate the constitutional command of the census clause.

In other words, the court decided the Census Bureau could count the inmates at their usual place of residence as it is defined above.24

This statement indicates a misinterpretation of D.C. v. Commerce. First, while the case does not require a change in the usual residence rules, neither does it prohibit one. More importantly, the case was brought by the plaintiffs after the 1990 Census was already taken, and it alleged that the Census Bureau’s enumeration of D.C. prisoners as residents of Virginia was going to cost the District federal funds. Voting rights were not made a part of this after-the-fact lawsuit filed against the Census. The court made it clear that the Census Bureau has no control over how various federal agencies use the data to distribute funds, and the judge recommended that the District of Columbia seek to change how federal funds are distributed.25

Under the Administrative Procedures Act, a court may reverse the actions of an agency in matters like this only where the agency’s action was “arbitrary or capricious.”26 Showing that a defendant’s actions did not meet “mere rationality” is very difficult for a plaintiff to do, as the plaintiff must show not that she would have preferred a different outcome, but that the agency failed to consider the relevant factors and made a clear error of judgment. (D.C. at 1185.) Given the chaos that would be caused by courts second-guessing Census Bureau decisions after the Census is complete, such a high legal standard makes sense.

Under the facts alleged in D.C. v Commerce, counting prisoners as residents of the prison location in the 1990 Census was not an arbitrary and capricious act. But here, the African American Advisory Committee and this submission suggest that the 2010 Census should count prisoners at home. A court case saying that a methodology wasn’t clearly wrong, doesn’t mean that the Bureau is required to do it again, especially when the Bureau’s own appointed advisors on African-American issues recommended a change more than six years before the next census.

IV. B. The law may require a change in how prisoners are counted under a 14th Amendment equal protection and voting rights analysis.

A post-Census claim to redo the Census because of an alleged impact on federal funds may be precluded by D.C. v. Commerce. However, a lawsuit alleging a violation of the 14th Amendment’s due process protections because of the impact on voting rights would likely trigger review of the Census Bureau’s counting method under the strict scrutiny standard. Under this standard, the burden would be on the Bureau to defend its decision to not facilitate the drawing of proper state and local legislative districts.27

In 1963, the Supreme Court decided Reynolds v. Sims28, in which it interpreted the 14th Amendment’s equal protection clause to require state legislative districts to be divided on an
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25 D.C. v. Commerce at 1190.
28 Reynolds v. Sims 377 U.S. 533 (1963) The equal protection clause *requires that the seats in both houses of a bicameral state legislature must be apportioned on a population basis... An individual's right to vote for state
equal population basis. As the court remarked, “legislators represent people, not trees or acres. Legislators are elected by voters, not farms or cities or economic interests.” In violation of this principle, current Census methodology means that the weight of a citizen's vote greatly depends on whether a large prison is nearby.

Crediting prison communities with large external population of prisoners — who are local residents in no sense other than in the Census — turns the “One Person One Vote” principle on its head. There can be no doubt that rural prison towns do not share a “community of interest” with urban prisoners or their loved ones. Above, in section II, three residents of rural Franklin County New York argued that they do not consider prisoners to be residents of their community. Taren Stinebrickner-Kauffman surveyed the Indiana legislature and found the same thing:

I sent to all members of the lower house of the Indiana state legislature a brief survey that included the following question:

Which inmate would you feel was more truly a part of your constituency?

a) An inmate who is currently incarcerated in a prison located in your district, but has no other ties to your district.

b) An inmate who is currently incarcerated in a prison in another district, but who lived in your district before being convicted and/or whose family still lives in your district.

Every single one of the forty respondents who answered the question — regardless of their political party or the presence or absence of a prison in their district — chose answer (b). Had the responses been more ambiguous there might have been reason to repeat the survey with other groups of legislators. However, unless there is something highly anomalous about Indiana, it is quite clear that representatives do not consider inmates to be constituents of the districts in which they are incarcerated - unless, of course, they happen to have prior ties to those districts.

Drawing state and local legislative districts that contain large numbers of prisoners from outside the district is not just unfair, it frequently has a larger impact than the 5% population deviation limit established by the Supreme Court to define the extent of permissible population deviation for legitimate state interests such as protecting traditional community boundaries. Prisoners are external populations that are not “traditionally” rural in any sense of the word. Communities should not be forced to reapportion with population data that violates the equal protection rights of the resident voters.

legislators is unconstitutionally impaired when its weight is in a substantial fashion diluted when compared with the votes of citizens in other parts of the State.”

Reynolds at 562.

Reynolds at 567.

V. Counting prisoners is far easier than counting overseas Americans.

Counting special populations is always controversial, but a change in how prisoners are counted would not meet the difficulties seen in recent Census test of the feasibility of including overseas American in the decennial census. In response to citizen request and a Congressional mandate, the Census Bureau conducted a test enumeration of overseas Americans in early 2004 in Kuwait, Mexico and France in order to study the feasibility of including these people in the next decennial Census. While U.S. government employees overseas have typically been counted, other groups of Americans have generally been excluded.

In a September 2004 review of the test enumeration, the Government Accounting Office concluded that the test was a failure and the effort should be halted because of low response resulting from one simple fact: overseas Americans are hard to locate. Americans overseas are not required to register their locations with the State Department or local governments, so there is no master list of overseas Americans to send forms to. The only method that could be used was a public relations campaign that resulted in less than 5,400 responses in these three countries with high numbers of Americans.

In the stateside Census, participation in the Census is mandatory and the Census Bureau starts with a master address list of every dwelling in the country. The Bureau can readily determine the completeness of their count by visiting residences that do not return a form. In correctional facilities, finding the population is even simpler: it is the only population that is by definition counted by the government several times a day.32

In fact, in many cases the data the Census Bureau wants already exists in administrative records.

VI. Changing how prisoners are counted would not mean that how students are counted would need to be changed.

Some Census Bureau officials have suggested that changing how prisoners are counted might also require that the method of counting college students also be changed. We do not believe this to be the case. Unlike college students, prisoners are not a part of the local community. While some colleges are partially self-reliant communities, prisons are entirely so. Students are welcome and encouraged to come in to town to purchase goods and services and to rent apartments. Students can register to vote in the local community and may decide to stay permanently after graduation. While the majority of students will eventually leave the college town, they will not necessarily return to their parents’ home community. College is a time of transition in a person’s life. But for the duration of their time at the college, the college is the place they willingly intend to be for the time being: that’s the very definition of residence.

People in prison are different. Prisoners are barred from leaving the facility without official permission. Forty-eight states bar prisoners from voting, and those that allow prisoners to vote

require the voting to be done via absentee ballot back home. Finally, parole regulations frequently require prisoners to be returned to their original county of conviction upon release.

While students are a part of the community that hosts the college, prisoners are not.

VII. It is feasible for the Census Bureau to collect and process prisoner’s home address information as part of Census 2010.

At the request of the National Academy of Sciences Residence Rules Panel, we examined which sources of home residence data existed and made a number of suggestions in our written submissions concerning the best way to gather this information. We summarize this information below, and then add a new piece of evidence from Census 2000 showing that the Census Bureau can collect and process home address information for incarcerated people.

VII. A. Direct enumeration of prisoners is possible and would provide additional benefits to Census data beyond home residence.

The most direct solution to the problem is to collect information from incarcerated people directly rather than from administrative records. The National Academy of Sciences has twice recommended that the Census Bureau rely less on administrative records for enumerating group quarters populations. Direct enumeration of prisoners is safe and appropriate. Although prison officials often warn of safety problems, social workers, volunteers and other civilians enter prisons quite frequently to no ill effect. The journalist accounts of the prisons where Census 2000 forms were distributed directly to prisoners reported that the prisoners were cooperative, suggesting that this direct approach could be used more widely.

Distributing forms directly to prisoners would have at least 5 collateral benefits to overall Census accuracy:

1. Increasing precision
Addresses provided to the Census by people in prison at the time of the census will be more precise than addresses provided to prison administrators at time of intake, simply because they are more current. For example, people who were living with their families and expect to return to their families can provide the current family address. Addresses so provided will be at least as accurate as the unstable addresses used for homeless people, migrant workers and even the highly mobile urban youth who sometimes end up behind bars for a while, and is certainly more accurate than counting them as residents of entirely different congressional districts.

2. Increasing respondent candor and accuracy
The Census Bureau has considerable experience working with sensitive populations. In its work, the Census Bureau is clear about why it collects the data it does, how it will be used and how its privacy will be protected. It would seem reasonable to expect prisoners to be more candid with Census Bureau officials than they would be with the state Department of Corrections regarding the last address and other information.

3. Creating uniformity in data collection procedures
In Census 2000, the method of counting prisoners varied from prison to prison. In some prisons, forms were distributed to and collected directly from prisoners. In other facilities, administrators used official records and submitted a report to the Census Bureau.36

4. Reducing the imputation rate for data collected about prison populations
Census 2000 suffered from an unexpectedly high reliance on administrative records for group quarters populations. The missing data rates “reached as high as 50 percent for all group quarters residents and as high as 75 percent for prison inmates.”37 As described further in this section, prisoners are likely to fully participate in the Census at very high levels and make large scale imputation unnecessary.

5. Aiding the Census Bureau in spotting duplicates in the response process.
Collecting only facility addresses for group quarters populations makes it difficult to distinguish processed from unprocessed Census forms, resulting in problems with electronic duplication of paper records. An earlier National Academies panel suggested in Counting Under Adversity38 and another panel formally recommended in Reengineering the 2010 Census that home address information be collected to facilitate unduplication.39

If prison and Census officials encourage prisoners to fill out Census forms, we expect the great majority will do so. About.com reported the enumeration of prisoners at Folsom State Prison in California and favorably compared their cooperation to that of the public at large:

At 4:30 pm on April 3, 2000, officials of California's Folsom State Prison handed out 4,000 Census 2000 questionnaires to prisoners. Three hours later, 3,300 — 82
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38 Ibid., p. 156.
percent — of the census forms had been completed and returned. Not bad compared to a response rate of only 67 percent from California's non-inmate population.\footnote{Prison Cities Cash in on Census 2000, About.com, May 1, 2000 http://usgovinfo.about.com/library/news/aa050100a.htm}

This report from the \textit{Salt Lake Tribune} indicates similar findings even with the 10 prisoners on death row, and shows that the prisoners willingly participated in the Census. Unfortunately, many Census officials in other regions did not “prefer personal interviews with residents to ensure accuracy”:

Rather than asking administrators for a nose count, census takers prefer personal interviews with residents to ensure accuracy, particularly for the wider-ranging long forms given to every sixth American.

As a crew chief for the special-places operation, [Census Bureau employee Robert] Comfort covered the state prison in Draper. Prison guards feared some prisoners might smear excrement, blood or other substances on their forms, but the documents came back clean and, almost without exception, completed.

“The prisoners in maximum security were actually pretty helpful,” Comfort said. “We also counted about 10 people from death row, and they didn’t give us a fight. . . . The guards may have told them they would lose privileges if they didn’t help out.”

“Not so, said Jack Ford, prison spokesman, who speculated the prisoners just chose to behave. Still, he admitted he worried when the census team went through the prison’s maximum-security facility.

“We have some prisoners in super-max that have proven to be security problems in the past,” Ford said. “Rather than pass forms back and forth,” Ford said, “We had [census takers] ask them the questions through the cell.”\footnote{Kevin Cantera, “Prison County: Census Takers Put Gloves On”, \textit{Salt Lake Tribune}, May 16, 2000, p. A1.}

We will discuss the quality of the data collected at the Utah State Prison in section VII C.

\textbf{VII. B. Much of the home address information the Census Bureau would require already exists in administrative records}

The National Academy of Sciences asked us if state Departments of Correction maintain electronic records of home addresses and what the research says about the accuracy of this data. The majority of states do collect home residence information at the time of intake into the correctional system and maintain these records in an electronic format. It should therefore be possible to use these records to assign most incarcerated people to a new address outside of the facility. However, the process may be labor intensive and it is not available in every state or many local jails. Although it seems reasonable to expect state correctional datasets to grow more complex and complete over time, we do not expect that administrative records can answer all questions the Census Bureau needs in 2010.
According to the leading geo-spatial analyst of prisoner origin, policy analyst Eric Cadora, about 30 state Departments of Correction maintain electronic administrative records of the home addresses of prisoners.42

The states that maintain this information most often do so by asking prisoners to self-report a last address during intake, but often the addresses are not updated until the time of release. For example, the state of Kansas contains a complete dataset of the last known address for its state prisoner population.43 Based on data published to the county level, the North Carolina Department of Corrections appears to have a virtually complete dataset of home residences for its population. According to an analysis of the prison population on October 31, 2004 published in the Department’s online research query tool, in only 0.17% of the records (63 out of 36,136) was the home residence county “unknown”. This is only slightly higher than the number of records of county of conviction that were reported as “missing” and “other”. The North Carolina data appears to be complete, though the precision below the county level is unclear.44

There has been one published study that includes a discussion of the geo-spatial accuracy of this type of data: Political Punishment: The Consequences of Felon Disenfranchisement for Rhode Island Communities, released by the Rhode Island Family Life Center in September 2004.45 The study found that the Rhode Island Department of Corrections collects a last known home address from persons entering the correctional system and maintains this list for all persons incarcerated under sentence, on probation or on parole. Over 88% of the relevant data in that study was successfully located to the tract level.

The Rhode Island Family Life Center excluded from its analysis those who reported out-of-state addresses. In only 4.4% of the remaining records, research partner Providence Plan was unable to geo-code the address back to the town level. The address records were essentially blank. Because their analysis also required a tract level analysis of urban Providence, the Providence Plan attempted to geo-code all addresses reported within that city. They were able to do so in 92.6% of the Providence cases, which the analysts reported in an interview that this was a higher success rate than they had experienced using other datasets.

---

42 Mr. Cadora works with Departments of Corrections, court systems and state legislatures to study where prisoners come from and to develop strategies that might lower the rates of incarceration in particular neighborhoods. His research in New Jersey, Louisiana, Connecticut, and Kentucky all relied upon state Department of Corrections data. We interviewed Mr. Cadora in the fall of 2004.

43 Interview with William Cummings of the Kansas Department of Corrections, November 20, 2004.


VII. C. Census 2000 data for the question “Where did this person live 5 years ago” demonstrates that the Census can in fact collect and process home information for the incarcerated population.

The Census Bureau has considerable experience gathering and geo-coding addresses provided by respondents, and in at least some cases successfully did this with prisoners. While most Census forms are processed based on the address the form was mailed to, on the long form the Census also collects work addresses down to the street level for commuting statistics and collects migration data by asking the respondent for the town of residence 5 years prior. The migration data is geocoded to the tract level, and the previous residence information is published at the county level.

As discussed above, in 2000 the Census Bureau’s method of counting prisoners varied from region to region and from facility to facility. In many places, the Bureau relied on administrative records and received much criticism from the National Academy of Sciences for this. We know from press reports and our interviews that in a small number of states and prisons, the Bureau distributed short forms to all prisoners. We have been able to identify a small number of prisons were the Census Bureau also distributed long forms to prisoners and we can evaluate the quality of this data by looking at the published imputation rates for particular questions.

When the respondents fail to answer all of the questions on the form, the Census Bureau frequently fills in the blanks with the statistical process of “imputation”. For example, if one household skips a few questions, the Census Bureau might use the answers from the neighbor’s forms to estimate race, ethnicity or other data. Low imputation rates mean that the Census Bureau received many complete and valid responses, high imputation rates means that the Bureau was unable to collect the data it sought and had to fill it in by statistical means. The frequency of imputations for various questions are published in separate tables in the Summary Files, so it is possible to determine how effectively prisoners can provide — and the Census Bureau process — an address outside of the facility for their residence 5 years ago.

According to press reports, long forms were distributed to 1/6th of the prisoners at the Utah State Prison and the California State Prison at Lancaster.46 Lancaster has its own Census Block group, and the prisoners in the Utah State Prison account for 66% of the population in its block group. By way of comparison, Rikers Island (the New York City jail) appears to have been enumerated by administrative records. Not surprisingly, the 5 year migration data was imputed for 100% of Rikers Island’s block group, but only 51% of the California State Prison and 5.6% of the block group that contains the Utah State Prison.47

This analysis of Census 2000 data shows that the distributing census forms directly to prisoners results in higher quality data than relying on administrative records. Further, it shows that it is possible for the Bureau to enter prisons, distribute forms, collect home address

47 Rikers Island is Tract 1 in Bronx County New York, Utah State Prison is Block Group 2, Tract 1128.07 in Salt Lake County Utah, and Lancaster State Prison is Block Group 1, Tract 9010.03, Los Angeles County, California. The imputation of population items for the population in group quarters is in Summary File 3, table 95, and the imputation of mobility status for the population 5 years and over is in Summary File 3, table P114.
information and then process that data. Our analysis is based upon press accounts of Census Bureau procedures and an analysis of block groups that are predominantly prisons. The publicly accessible Census data does not describe which methods of enumeration were used in which prisons, nor does it allow us to separate incarcerated responses from non-incarcerated responses in the same block group. For these reasons, we can not be more precise about low imputation rates of prisons where prisoners filled out long forms; but the internal Census data will contain this information.

The Census Bureau should conduct a review of its records as to how individual prisons where enumerated and compare that with the imputation rate generally and the migration imputation rate specifically, in order to determine which of the enumeration methods used in 2000 was the most successful at accurately capturing complete data that they didn’t need to impute. With almost 1% of the population in prison — and 12% of young Black men — it is critical that the Census Bureau count this population fairly and accurately.

VIII. What reform would look like — 3 options.

Although this document expresses concern about the impact of prisoner-mis enumeration on demographic analysis, its primary concern is with the impact on the political districting process. As the Census Bureau is currently planning to replace the long form in 2010 with the American Community Survey, we here address only potential changes to data sets based on the short form: PL94-171 and Summary Files 1 and 2.

We discuss three different proposals that would each meet the needs of redistricting data users while potentially also benefiting, but not harming, other data users. The first proposal counts prisoners only at home in all data products based on the short form. The second proposal creates alternative tabulations for only the PL94-171 redistricting data. The third proposal is a subset of the second, and would allow users of PL94-171 to remove incarcerated populations from the census counts but would not provide the necessary data to credit prisoners back to their home communities. None of these proposals affects the residence rules for prisoners in the American Community Survey.

VIII. A. Enumerate incarcerated people as residents of their home Census block as part of a new group quarters housing type: “temporarily incarcerated”.

The Census Bureau could change the usual residence rule to count prisoners only as residents of their home Census block in all data products based on the short form: PL94-171, Summary File 1 and Summary File 2. This new residence rule would be modeled on that designed for non-institutional group quarters48: Count prisoners at the facility only if they do not report a usual and valid address elsewhere.

The Census Bureau should create a new group quarters population type for prisoners: “temporarily incarcerated”. As a result, prisoners would continue to be excluded from the tables based on the “household” universe, such as Table P16 in Summary File 1 “Population in households”, or Table P17 “Average household size”. However, prisoner’s home addresses

would be indistinguishably represented in the PL94-171 redistricting data and in all Summary File 1 and 2 tables based on the total population.

VIII. B. Allow redistricting data users to choose whether they wish to count prisoners at home, at the facility, or neither, by providing alternative counts for census blocks that contain correctional facilities or the home addresses of incarcerated people.

Alternatively, the Census Bureau could follow the advice of redistricting and Census Bureau expert Nathaniel Persily at the University of Pennsylvania Law School and not decide where to count prisoners. The Bureau can simply collect both home and facility addresses as described above in section VIII A and publish alternative versions of only the PL94-171 redistricting dataset. As Professor Persily wrote, in a paper submitted to a Census Bureau symposium in 2004: “In doing so, the Bureau would remain true to its mission as information provider without having to take a stand on exactly where states and localities should place prisoners.”49 States and localities could decide what dataset they wish to use.

This proposal is even simpler than it sounds because PL94-171 is a very small dataset with only 4 tables of summary statistics on total population, for the population 18 years and over, for different races and for Hispanic/Latino origin. By contrast, Summary File 1 contains 286 detailed tables plus more than 100 maps and other products. Summary File 2 contains 47 detailed tables.

It would be possible for the Census Bureau to create a special tabulation of the PL94-171 data that would identify the prison populations at the prison and allow jurisdictions to remove prisoners from the census data. The almost 2 million prisoners counted in Census 2000 were counted within only 5,692 Census blocks, so only that small number of blocks would need to be reported.50

Allowing jurisdictions to add the prisoners back to their home addresses would require a second special tabulation of PL94-171 tables, which is well within the Bureau’s abilities. Although there are more than 8 million census blocks, we estimate that perhaps no more than 200,000 census blocks would include the homes of incarcerated individuals. Because about 3 million census blocks contain no population, the American population lives in only 5 million census blocks.


50 This analysis was performed by William Cooper, <bcooper@msn.com> on December 23, 2005 making use of Summary File 1, Table P37. Age detail is given in P38, and P17A through P17H give data at the tract level by race and Hispanic status. P17A through P17H cannot be used for redistricting, however, since they only go to the tract level and are not in the same format as the four tables released in the PL94-171 data. Mr. Cooper is a GIS, Demographic and Redistricting Consultant based in Richmond, VA. His work was cited in the Supreme Court Opinion Reno v. Bossier Parish. Since the release of the 2000 census, Cooper has prepared election plans for minority citizens in 150 localities in 20 states. In August 2005, a federal court ordered the State of South Dakota to remedy a Section 2 voting rights violation and adopt a state legislative plan he developed (Bone Shirt v. Nelson). According to Cooper, “the prison population miscount issue has significantly undermined the one-person, one-vote principle in many areas where I have been asked to draft election plans over the past 20 years. It is a much more serious problem than the undercount, insofar as redistricting is concerned.”
census blocks. As the two million prisoners disproportionately come from a small number of communities, it would seem reasonable to expect that only a tiny portion of census blocks would be affected by this special tabulation.

VIII. C. Allow data users to locate and remove correctional facilities from the PL94-171 data, which would be simple to implement with minimal impact on other operations.

Currently, many jurisdictions that might like to remove correctional facilities from the Census cannot do so because the law requires the completion of redistricting before or only shortly after the only Census product to identify correctional facilities — Summary File 1 — is released. Identifying the Census blocks that contain correctional facilities and providing their correctional populations in the PL94-171 data is the simplest of the reforms suggested above. If the Census Bureau feels that insufficient time remains before the 2010 Census to fully implement either proposal A or B (above) in full, it could allow PL94-171 data users to identify and remove correctional facilities without waiting for the later release of Summary File 1. There is no legitimate reason not to implement this reform.

IX. State and local proposals to adjust census data do not absolve the Census Bureau of the responsibility to change how prisoners are counted.

In previous articles and submissions we have highlighted the efforts of jurisdictions to adjust the federal census data so that it meets their needs and people are counted in the right place. These efforts are vivid evidence that people would prefer that the Census counted incarcerated people differently. However, the fact that these jurisdictions can fix the Census Bureau’s mistakes does not mean the Bureau should continue to make them. In order to fairly serve its data users in state and local government, the Census Bureau must change how it counts prisoners. As we will show, it is not only inconvenient for data users to fix the Census Bureau’s mistakes, for some communities it would be impossible for practical or legal reasons.

IX. A. Local adjustments of Census counts of prisoners

The New York constitution declares that incarceration does not change a residence. In rural Franklin County, where almost 11% of the population reported in the Census is incarcerated prisoners from elsewhere in the state, the chair of the county legislature called ignoring the prisoners during redistricting a “no-brainer”. He was right. It made no sense to draw a district around the prisons in the town of Malone that would be 2/3rd prisoners who did not live in the county. But there is another relevant issue: It was possible for Franklin County to take the 2000 Census data, and two years later, take the prisoners out and be left with just the actual residents of Franklin County.

51 This analysis was also performed by William Cooper and is based upon extrapolating the results from 12 states.
52 The June primary schedule in a number of states, including Virginia, and Mississippi, requires counties and states to complete redistricting shortly after the PL94-171 data is released in March of the year after the Census rather than waiting until the Summary File 1 data is released in the summer of the year following the Census.
53 See the “Proposed finding and recommendation submitted to the Residence Rules in the Decennial Census Panel at the National Academy of Sciences” by Peter Wagner, Eric Lotke and Andrew Beveridge on June 2, 2005 available at http://www.prisonersofthecensus.org/wagner_lotke_beveridge_proposed_recommendations.pdf. See also “Local governments that exclude prison populations” at http://prisonersofthecensus.org/local/ which lists articles about cities, towns and counties that have removed prisoners from the census data prior to redistricting.
The New York City Council — in to whose districts most of the prisoners counted in Franklin County actually belong — had no such choice. When they drew their districts in 2002, it was too late to put the prisoners back in to their Census data because the Census Bureau did not collect this information. In the 2002 Importing Constituents: Prisoners and Political Clout in New York report, the Prison Policy Initiative was able to use correctional data to calculate that the Census Bureau credited 43,740 New York City residents to upstate prison towns, but those records didn’t say exactly where in New York City those prisoners reside. Taking the prisoners out is easy, but putting them back in after the fact is a different matter altogether when the Census Bureau didn’t ask the right questions about residence.

IX. B. State adjustments of Census counts of prisoners

A different, legal, problem exists with some state level adjustments. Kansas currently adjusts the federal census to count students and military at their home addresses for purposes of redistricting. The state starts the planning for this about a year before the federal census is undertaken and then there is a relatively simple process of fixing the federal census data when it arrives. Illinois and New York State currently have bills pending that would create similar processes in those states for prisoner counting.

Unfortunately, not every state that wants to can follow suit with a simple change in their statutes. In Massachusetts, for example, such a statute would violate a 1990 amendment to the state constitution that the “federal census shall be the basis for determining the representative districts”. Massachusetts, which was the last state to abolish its state census to rely on the federal census precisely because its top court viewed the U.S. Census Bureau’s definition of usual residence to be incompatible with the state constitution’s definition of “inhabitant”54, is now stuck. Unless it changes the state constitution yet again, Massachusetts is forced to use Census data regardless of how illogically the Census Bureau may count the population. While the state constitutions in New York and Illinois have some flexibility on what data is used for redistricting, many other states are in the same situation as Massachusetts and must use whatever the federal Census provides. It is therefore critical that the Census Bureau change how it counts prisoners if every state is to be able to fairly draw legislative districts to contain equal numbers of actual residents.

IX. C. Proposals to adjust census do not release the Census Bureau from its obligation to count the population fairly and accurately.

Counting prisoners at the facility probably made sense at the first Census in 1790 when few people were in prison and when the data was not used for redistricting. Things are different now, and the data collection methods need to change. Jurisdictions that are impatient waiting for the Census to update its methodology should be commended for taking matters in to their own hands. But the Census Bureau should not assume that every jurisdiction has the practical ability or even the legal option to fix the Bureau’s mistakes after the fact.

If we want an efficient national fix to the problem of where prisoners are counted in the Census, that solution needs to come from the Census Bureau itself.

X. Conclusions

The decennial census is an extraordinary tool and the effort that goes into it is truly impressive. We believe that solving this problem of people in correctional facilities is critical – they presently number roughly 0.7% of the entire population and in excess of 12% of certain segments of the population (African American men in their late twenties). Numbers this large need to be enumerated with the greatest possible precision.

In 1999, then Census Bureau director Kenneth Prewitt opposed an 11th hour attempt to change how prisoners were counted in the Census. But more well conceived proposals presented during the 2010 Census planning process have since gained his support. In 2004, he wrote that accuracy requires not that just the population be counted, but that they are counted in the correct place. Fairness is also at stake:

Changes in the criminal justice system over the last three decades call into question the fairness of counting persons where they are imprisoned rather than where they were living when arrested, and to which they return on release. Current census residency rules ignore the reality of prison life. Incarcerated people have virtually no contact with the community surrounding the prison. Upon release the vast majority return to the community in which they lived prior to incarceration. (In these, and in additional ways, prisoners differ from college students, the other sizable group living, though in their case voluntarily so, away from ‘home.’) With over 1.4 million people in prison, and 650,000 people returning home from prison annually, where to count the incarcerated population is no small matter. Counting people in prison as residents of their home communities offers a more accurate picture of the size, demographics, and needs of our nation’s communities...

The next census is still more than 4 years away, but if the Census Bureau begins planning now, there is still time to test and implement even the largest of the proposals suggested here. The Census Bureau has selected San Joaquin County in California as one of the sites for its 2008 dress rehearsal. This county contains more than 7,000 prisoners in a number of different facilities and would be an excellent place for the Census Bureau to test and fine tune the optimal way to gather, process and publish the home address information of our nation’s incarcerated population.

We encourage the Census Bureau to make the necessary adjustments and to fulfill its tradition of providing information of the highest quality. We are available to assist if we can be useful.

---
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